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During the summer of 2006, before my senior year at the University of New Hampshire, a UNH Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) enabled me to continue my research on breast cancer at the Yale University School of Medicine in New Haven, Connecticut. In addition to acquiring technical skills and specialized knowledge in my laboratory work, I also gained valuable experience outside the lab by participating in activities around the medical school and in the medical community.

I attended many seminars given by doctors, researchers, and graduate students on their current work. These seminars exposed me to the most recent advances in medical care and technology, and they also gave me the chance to observe how a seminar works. Whenever a fellow UNH student had questioned my work or critiqued my ideas during a class, I could almost certainly count on a later apology, or at least a compensatory “Great job” after class. The contrast of a Yale seminar and a UNH class was startling. It was eye-opening for me to hear the criticisms from colleagues and see how heated some debates became.

During a “welcome seminar” for a woman recently recruited as a new faculty member, she was interrogated so menacingly I imagined she might just walk off and decline her new position. Instead, completely composed, she fired back a firm rebut at each scientist, proving all questioning of her methods and reasons to be ungrounded. Before this summer, I had never seen anything similar to that. I only hope that some day I will stand so confidently in front of my peers with my work and earn the same level of respect that she gained from her audience.

A second new experience was the weekly meetings that took place within each lab group. I attended lab meetings for three different laboratories. This gave me a chance to witness firsthand how scientists come together to work as a group. Each week, selected members of the lab would present their work. Their presentations were then open for troubleshooting and suggestions. Every member of the lab would contribute by offering his or her prior problem solving experience or by proposing a different method. When lab members could not come up with effective modifications to protocol, the primary researcher always seemed to know the
optimum path to solution. I was impressed not only by the primary researcher's leadership and knowledge, but also by how smoothly and efficiently the groups came together to move forward. These dynamics were an aspect of working in a lab that I never could have anticipated from simply reading published papers or research summaries.

A third valuable outside-the-lab experience was attending the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Mission Conference in Washington, DC. During the conference I heard world-renowned scientists speak of their research endeavors and discoveries of the past year. At the poster session I read about new therapies that utilized radioactive antibodies against the same protein that I work on. Much of the conference was listening to amazing stories of perseverance told by breast cancer survivors. Equally inspiring was hearing the struggles of doctors starting the first breast cancer clinics in Africa or trying to eliminate the stigmas and shame surrounding the disease in South America. Now I have a much better grasp of why my UNH and Yale labs are working on the research that we are. Most importantly, I was able to give more meaning to my work, the most beneficial result of attending the conference.

Not only did I learn a great deal during my summer at Yale, I also was given the chance to teach. A local high school student, Stephanie, came to work on her own small research project, and I was able to teach her some of the techniques I had learned and practiced. In addition, I provided her with some key background information for the lab procedures we were carrying out. My teaching opportunities extended beyond Stephanie: two members of my UNH lab came down to learn Western-blotting techniques. I demonstrated to them how to run proteins on a gel and then transfer these proteins to a membrane so that they could complete this procedure without assistance. Teaching others reinforced the methods for me; at the same time, I was able to give something back to our lab.

The laboratory work I did that summer broadened my knowledge of many different skills and techniques and allowed me to start long-term projects that I continued during my last year at UNH. An equally valuable benefit of my time at Yale was the exposure to a high-powered scientific environment. The summer’s work, both in and outside the lab, gave me a greater incentive to apply to medical school so that some day I, too, can be part of a dynamic research community contributing to medical knowledge.

I would first like to thank the SURF program for the funding that allowed me to carry out research at the Yale School of Medicine. I would also like to express my gratitude for the help and guidance I received from my mentor, Andy Laudano, and his student, Don Sharon.
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